Experimental research on processing incomplete spherical surfaces of machine parts
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Abstract. Improving the durability and reliability of such components as ball joints of cars is very important. The article presents experimental studies to determine surface roughness of incomplete spherical surfaces of machine parts.

1 Introduction

The lack of scientifically grounded methods for assigning technological parameters for rolling incomplete spherical surfaces of ball pins hinders their widespread implementation in production.

2 Experimental studies

For experimental studies to obtain mathematical models of the surface roughness dependence of the rolled head of the ball pins on processing modes, blanks made of 38XGHM GOST and 40 H GOST steels, most often used in the production of automobile joints in Russia, were used.

Studies of the rolling process of ball pin heads, carried out earlier, showed that the course of machining is better for milled workpieces with roughness parameter \( R_a = 1–2 \) µm [1,2].

The main technological parameters for the formation of microgeometry of the rolled incomplete sphere of the ball pin head are [3]:
- tool rotation frequency \( n_u \);
- workpiece rotation frequency \( n_z \);
- rolling force \( P \).

During experimental studies, the laboratory setup shown in Fig.1 was used.

A horizontal milling machine was used to install and adjust the rotational speed of the runner.

The ball pin rotation was driven by a special rolling head. In this case, an AC frequency converter was used, and the rotational speed was displayed by an indicator.

The required rolling force was set by adjusting the amount of compression of the knurling tool (the spindle of a horizontal milling machine) to the workpiece. The clamping force was recorded on the scale of the rolling rod of the runner spindle.

According to the standard technique, using a profilograph – a profilometer and
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appropriate computer software, the roughness of the processed ball pins was measured (Fig.2).

![Laboratory setup for researching the accuracy and quality of rolling ball pin heads (patent 2276005 RF, B 24 B 39/04).](image)

**Fig. 1.** Laboratory setup for researching the accuracy and quality of rolling ball pin heads (patent 2276005 RF, B 24 B 39/04).

![Experimental setup for measuring roughness on the spherical surface of a ball pin.](image)

**Fig. 2.** Experimental setup for measuring roughness on the spherical surface of a ball pin.

As a result of processing experimental data to determine the parameters of surface roughness \( Ra \), the following dependences were obtained [4]:

- when rolling workpieces made of 38XGHM GOST:

\[
R_a = 0.20295 - 0.000025n_u + 0.0014375n_s - 0.000041P, \text{ micron} \quad (1)
\]

- when rolling workpieces made of 40H GOST steel:

\[
R_a = 0.20782 - 0.0000256n_u + 0.001472n_s + 0.000042P, \text{ micron} \quad (2)
\]
Variance of the adequacy of the mathematical model is calculated using the following formula:

$$s_{ao}^2 = \frac{r}{n - m} \sum_{\nu=1}^{n} (\bar{y}_{\nu} - \hat{y}_{\nu})^2$$

If this parameter is determined when rolling blanks made of 38XGHM GOST steel:

$$s_{ao}^2 = \frac{3 \cdot 0.000071}{8 - 4} = 0.000053$$

made of 40H GOST steel:

$$s_{ao}^2 = \frac{3 \cdot 0.000074}{8 - 4} = 0.000056$$

This indicates the obvious adequacy of the obtained mathematical models without calculating the Fisher criterion.

Fig. 3-5 show graphs of the dependences of surface roughness of spherical heads of the ball pins on technological parameters of the rolling process.

**Fig. 3.** Dependence of the surface roughness of workpieces made of 38XGHM GOST steel on the rolling force and tool rotation frequency (at a constant workpiece rotation speed $n = 4$ rev/min).

**Fig. 4.** Dependence of the surface roughness of workpieces made of 38XGHM GOST steel on the rolling force and workpiece rotation frequency (at a constant rolling speed $n = 1200$ rev/min).
Fig. 5. Dependence of the surface roughness of workpieces made of 40H GOST steel on the force and speed of rolling (at a constant workpiece rotation frequency of 4 rev/min).

3 Conclusion

Using well-known methods of calculating processing modes from the given roughness parameters [5], for the rolling process of heads of the ball pins, it is possible to scientifically assign optimal technological parameters.
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